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“The ‘absolutist’ state and the ‘nation-state’ represent 
different stages of the very same ‘state-building’ process. A 

‘nation-state’ is an ‘absolutist’ state that is legitimate, whose 
subjects or citizens identify themselves, conceiving of the 
collectivity as a ‘nation’. The pairing of ‘nation’ and ‘state’ 
makes sense when people imagine their nationality and 

their state as fused.”

Istvan Hont, The Permanent Crisis of a Divided Mankind, p.463.
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Introduction

§ Absolutism in Ancien Régime  France

§ The French Debt Crisis

§ Joseph Emmanuel Sieyès:
§ Representation
§ The Nation
§ Constituent and Constituted Powers
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§ Born in Fréjus, Provence, 1748.
§ Ordained a priest in 1773, taking 

on the title the Abbé Sieyès.
§ Classically educated and bilingual. 

Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès, 1748-1836 
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“I cannot help but laugh at the 
stupidity of all the pendants who, 

unable to see the point of what one 
means rail against Hobbes”

Sieyès, Private Notes.

Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès, 1748-1836 
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Author of:
§ What is the Third Estate?

§ Views on the Executive Means Available to 
the Representatives of France in 1789

§ Essay on Privilege

Co-author of the ‘Declaration of the Rights of 
Man and Citizen’

Contributor to:
§ Constitution of Year 1791

§ Constitution of Year III (1795)
§ Constitution of Year VIII (1798)

Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès, 1748-1836 



Absolutism in 
Ancien
Régime
France
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§ France divided among 
provinces and social orders.

§ Absolutism centralisation of 
power; dismantling of 

Feudalism.
§ Unification of France in the 

Body of the Monarch.

Louis XIV,  1638-1715
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“The whole state is in the 
person of the prince for 

in him is found the will of 
the whole people”

Bossuet, Politics Drawn from the Very Words 
of Holy Scripture

Jacques-Benigne Bossuet, 1627-1704



“L’état c’est moi”
Louis XIV
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The French 
Debt Crisis



French Debt Crisis:

Excess military spending:
§ Seven Years’ War (1756-63)

§ American War of 
Independence (1778-81)

Ineffective tax system

Louis XVI attempts to declare 
bankruptcy, rather than default. 

Louis XVI,  1754-1793
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États-Généraux, 1789

Cahier de Doléance:

Right to raise particular 
grievances with the Crown

Mandat impératif :

Duty of representatives to 
communicate concretely 

transmitted preferences of their 
communities
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Landowning First and Second Estates would sign off on the 
bankruptcy:

(1) Bankruptcy would deprive creditors in the Third Estate of a 
return on their investment, causing economic harm to all 

workers.
(2) Bankruptcy would free Louis XVI of the consequences of his 

spending, and grant the ministry financial autonomy to 
continue. 

Sieyès, Views of the Executive Means, pp.64-65



Sieyès I:
Representation
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“What is the Third Estate? –
Everything

What, until now, has it been in 
the existing political order? –

Nothing

What does it want to be? –
Something”

Sieyès, What is the Third Estate?, p.94

Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès, 1748-1836 
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“In society everything is representation. 
Representation is found in the private realm as 

much as in the public one; it is the mother of trade 
and production as well as of social and political 

progress. Indeed I claim that it is the very essence 
of social life.”

Sieyès, Opinion de Sieyès, sur plusieurs articles 
de titres IV et V du projet de constitution, 1795 
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Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès, 1748-1836 

Society as a network of relations of 
commercial representation organised 

around a social division of labour. 

Representation as a ‘law of reciprocal 
commitment’

A shoemaker ‘represents’ a noble 
woman when making her shoes; a 

baker ‘represents’ a shoemaker when 
baking their bread.
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Commercial Society
1) A society with a ‘great deal’ of internal market activity.

2) Individuals related through commercial exchange, rather than civic 
fraternity.

See Hont, Politics in Commercial Society, pp.3-4.

Mercantilism: Nation’s wealth determined by Crown’s purse
Physiocracy: Nation’s wealth as a function of exchange economy 

anchored in agricultural labour. 
Sieyès: Nation’s wealth as a function of general exchange economy.



Sieyès II: 
The Nation
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Nacion
(Old French, 12th c.):

‘birth, rank’

Natio (Latin):
‘Birth, origin; breed, 

stock’

Etymology of ‘Nation’The Nation
‘Nation’ in ancien régime: 

§ People of common origin; 
§ Social groups of certain rank

Sieyès: 
§ A self-sufficient network of commercial 

exchange.
§ ‘General Work’ [travail general], not the 

General Will [Volonté Générale]
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The Nation
A self-sufficient network of commercial exchange that sought to satisfy 

the needs of the individuals:

1) Producers of ‘primary materials’: farmers, lumberjacks, etc.
2) Craftsmen capable of adding value to primary goods: shoemakers, 

bakers, etc.
3) ‘Intermediate agents’: merchants and dealers, etc.

4) Service people: scientists, cleaners, etc. 
5) Public services: The army, the law, the church, the administration

Sieyès, What is the Third Estate?, pp.96-97
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The Nation
The First Estate:

Idle nobility parasitically exploiting the labour of the Third 
Estate

The Second Estate:
The Clergy, members of the nation who mistook 

themselves to be a distinct order rather than a profession. 

The Third Estate:
A complete nation



Sieyès III: 
Constituent

and 
Constituted 

Powers
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“It is impossible to create a body for an end without 
giving it the organisation, forms and laws it needs in 

order to fulfil the functions for which it has been 
established. […] Thus the body of representatives 

entrusted with the legislative power, or the exercise 
of the common will, exists only by way of the mode 

of being which the nation decides to give it.”
Sieyès, What is the Third Estate?, p.135.
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“The nation exists prior to everything; it is the origin 
of everything. Its will is always legal. It is the law itself. 
[…] In each of its parts a constitution is not the work 
of a constituted power, but a constituent power. No 

type of delegated power can modify the conditions of 
its delegation. […] Thus all parts of a government are 
answerable to and, in the last instance, dependent 

upon the nation.”
Sieyès, What is the Third Estate?, p.136.
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Constituent Power : Pouvoir Constituant
The power to create and authorise a 

constitution.

Constituted Power : Pouvoir Constitué
The institutional powers to legislate.
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How does the nation create a constitution?

Directive Power : Pouvoir Commetant
The power granted to extraordinary 

representative to represent the nation. 
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Constitution Writing

The nation is the 
constituent power who 

authorises a constitution. 

The nation is represented 
by the extraordinary 

representative who bear a 
directive power

Legislating

The constituted power 
make laws within the 

constitution. 

They are the ordinary 
representative of the 

nation, constrained by the 
constitution.
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“The people do not judge in 
the same way as courts of 

law; they do not hand down 
sentences, they thrown 

thunderbolts”
Robespierre, On the Trial of the King,

Maximilien Robespierre, 1758-1794
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Bodin
Political representation associated with contractual transfer from 

owner to borrower.

Hobbes
Unity impossible prior to instituting act; representation means that the 

state owns the acts of the sovereign.

Sieyès
Representation grounded in in self-advancing relations of economic 
exchange; but abstract unity must be represented through authorial 

fiction.



“The ‘absolutist’ state and the ‘nation-state’ represent 
different stages of the very same ‘state-building’ process. A 

‘nation-state’ is an ‘absolutist’ state that is legitimate, whose 
subjects or citizens identify themselves, conceiving of the 
collectivity as a ‘nation’. The pairing of ‘nation’ and ‘state’ 
makes sense when people imagine their nationality and 

their state as fused.”

Istvan Hont, The Permanent Crisis of a Divided Mankind, p.463.
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Summary

§ The Nation a symbolic and abstract entity 
that is the sum of relations of 
representative labour. 

§ The nation is the constituent power, 
charged with creating the constitution.

§ But the nation must be represented in 
the act of constitution writing by 
extraordinary representatives.

§ The constituted power legislates within 
the confines of the constitution.
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